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SunUp

■ L AT E S T P R O D U C T N E W S A N D T R E N D S

TAKING A STAND AGAINST BLINDNESS.
Real Kids Shades (RKS) is teaming up with Prevent Blindness America
(PBA) to ensure that five million children have healthy eyes and futures.
This joint effort supports “Star Pupils,” a trademark program of PBA
that spreads the word on eye health and safety so that parents will have
the proper knowledge to protect their children. RKS has designed a Star
Pupils branded pair of 100% UVA and UVB protective sunwear with a
percentage of the proceeds from sales donated directly to the children’s
vision education initiative. The frames come in size 0 to 24 months in
either pink or blue. FOR MORE INFO: REAL KIDS SHADES,
800.283.1106, REALKIDSHADES.COM

PARTNER AND PROSPER. INTERCAST

RIBBON: ISTOCKPHOTO/SKIP O’DONNELL

EUROPE and Julbo continue to build their partnership with ongoing product development that merges NXT® lens technology with
Julbo’s sports performance sunwear. The two companies have
joined forces to produce the Falcon NXT lens, which provides
everyday sunwear wearers with the same technology that sports
enthusiasts seek, maintaining the same standards in technology
and performance. Thanks to the collaboration between these
companies, expect to find more products like Falcon to hit the
market in the near future. FOR MORE INFO: NXT SUNLENSES,
877.MY.SUN.LENS, NXT-VISION.COM
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EVERYONE LOVES A
VIBRANT PICTURE. HD is all the
rage in electronics today, so why shouldn’t the sunwear
get in on it? Oakley is introducing OO Polarized lenses
which improve visual contrast to make colors appear
more vibrant, offer clarity, and glare filtering while
blocking high-powered blue light waves. OO Polarized
lenses will initially be available in three performance
variants: OO Grey, OO Red Iridium, and OO Black
Iridium. Each gradient will be specially formulated for
specific environments. The new lenses are currently
available in 17 lens/frame combinations. GET IT
NOW: OAKLEY, INC., 800.733.6255,
OAKLEY.COM

PINK BADGE OF COURAGE.

ClearVision Optical sponsored the
Tickled Pink! event for the Greater NYC Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the Cure®. The
family-oriented event brought together breast cancer survivors, patients, and their families
for a night of fashion, shopping, and breast cancer awareness. ClearVision donated its
BCBG Believe frame in a VIP gift bag and in the silent auction. So far, ClearVision has
raised over $150,000 for the charity in cooperation with BCBGMAXAZRIA. FOR MORE
INFO: CLEARVISION OPTICAL CO, 800.645.3733, CVOPTICAL.COM
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